Neural correlates of hallucinations in bipolar disorder
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Objective: Approximately one-half of all patients affected by bipolar disorder present with psychotic features on at least one occasion. Several studies have found that alterations in the activity of mesolimbic and prefrontal regions are related to aberrant salience in psychotic patients. The aim of the present study was to investigate the structural correlates of a history of hallucinations in a sample of euthymic patients with bipolar I disorder (BD-I).

Methods: The sample consisted of 21 euthymic patients with BD-I and no comorbid axis I DSM-IV-TR disorders. Voxel based morphometry (VBM) was used to compare patients with and without a lifetime history of hallucinations. Preprocessing was performed using the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration through Exponentiated Lie Algebra (DARTEL) algorithm for VBM in SPM8. Images were processed using optimized VBM.

Results: The main finding of the present study was a reduction in gray matter volume in the right posterior insular cortex of patients with BD-I and a lifetime history of hallucinations, as compared to subjects with the same diagnosis but no history of hallucinations.

Conclusions: This finding supports the presence of abnormalities in the salience network in BD patients with a lifetime history of hallucinations. These alterations may be associated with an aberrant assignment of salience to the elements of one’s own experience, which could result in psychotic symptoms.
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Introduction

Several morphometric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have identified structural abnormalities in the limbic-thalamic-cortical and limbic-striatal-pallidal-thalamic-cortical circuits in bipolar disorder (BD). However, these findings have not been consistently replicated. One possible explanation for this variability in neuroimaging findings is the complexity of the BD phenotype due to its polymorphic clinical manifestations and outcome. The dissection of BD into more homogeneous subphenotypes may improve the identification of neurobiological markers. From this perspective, the investigation of brain changes associated with subphenotypic features such as suicidal behavior, circadian rhythm disruption, neuropsychological deficits and psychotic symptoms may contribute to more consistent findings in neuroimaging studies of BD.

Approximately one-half of all patients affected by BD present with psychotic features, as defined by the DSM-IV, on at least one occasion. Psychotic features in BD are usually associated with greater symptom severity and higher morbidity in the long-term. Some authors have found evidence of a familial aggregation of psychotic symptoms in BD and suggested that these features may mark a valid subtype of BD for genetic and biological investigations.

It has been hypothesized that a dysregulation of mesolimbic and prefrontal dopaminergic pathways may cause aberrant salience and contribute to the emergence of psychotic symptoms. Functional and structural neuroimaging studies have found abnormalities in networks which encompass the limbic/paralimbic emotional salience areas and the dorsal neocortical executive control systems to be associated with delusion in both affective disorders and schizophrenia. However, no studies as yet have evaluated neural morphological abnormalities in patients with BD who experience hallucinations.

In this study, we aimed to investigate the possible neuroanatomical correlates of hallucinations in euthymic patients with type I BD (BD-I). We hypothesized that cortical gray matter volume (GMV) would differ significantly between bipolar patients with and without a lifetime history of hallucinations.

Methods

Sample and assessment schedules

A total of 43 patients with BD-I aged between 18 and 65 years were screened for eligibility, and 21 of those fulfilled inclusion criteria for the study. Patients were...
recruited from the Center for Affective Disorders (a tertiary service specialized in affective disorders) at the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (UFMG) in the city of Belo Horizonte, Brazil. All patients were evaluated by a psychiatrist using the Mini International Neuropsychiatry Interview Plus (MINI-Plus), and met DSM-IV criteria for BD-I. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the UFMG, and all procedures were performed in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975. All subjects were given a complete description of the study, and asked to provide written informed consent for participation. All participants were right-handed (scores over 40 on the Edinburgh Inventory)\(^{13}\) and euthymic, as evidenced by scores below eight on the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) and on the 21-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS-21).\(^{12}\) Of the 43 patients initially evaluated, 18 were excluded due to psychiatric comorbidities (10 for anxiety disorders and eight for alcohol abuse and dependence), one due to the use of a pacemaker and three for not being right-handed. The selection of right-handed, euthymic patients with BD-I and no comorbid axis I DSM-IV-TR disorders was based on evidence of the influence of psychiatric comorbidities and handedness on brain morphology.\(^{13}\)

Patients were then divided according to their current and lifetime history of psychotic symptoms as per the MINI-Plus.

**Image acquisition**

Images were acquired using a 1.5 T Philips scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Eindhoven, Netherlands) with a T1-3D SPGR sequence. Contiguous axial images across the entire brain were obtained using the following parameters: TE = 6 ms, TR = 35 ms, flip angle = 45, acquisition matrix = 288 × 288, and voxel size = 0.85 × 0.85 × 1 mm (190 slices).

**Image processing and analysis**

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis was performed using the Statistical Parametric Mapping software, version 8, running under Matlab 2009b. Briefly, all MRI datasets were first manually reoriented to the anterior commissure, at the origin of the three-dimensional Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinate system. Images were segmented into grey matter (GM) and white matter using a unified segmentation procedure.\(^{14}\) The Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra (DARTEL) algorithm\(^{15}\) was then used to spatially normalize the segmented images, maximizing the sensitivity and accuracy of localization by registering individual structural images to an asymmetric custom T1-weighted template derived from the participants’ own structural images, rather than a standard T1-weighted template.\(^{15}\) These fully normalized images were resliced with trilinear interpolation to a final voxel size of 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 mm\(^3\). An additional modulation step was also included to ensure that the total amount of GM in each voxel was conserved before and after normalization. This was achieved by multiplying each spatially normalized GM image by its relative volume. Finally, the resulting GM images were smoothed using an 8-mm isotropic kernel at full width half maximum, to ensure data were normally distributed and suitable for analysis by parametric methods.

**Statistical analysis**

Sociodemographic and clinical data were analyzed using SPSS version 18.0. Normality was confirmed by the Shapiro-Wilk test, and between-group differences were therefore analyzed using Student’s t test for independent samples. Nonparametric variables were compared using Mann-Whitney or chi-square tests. All statistical comparisons were performed with a significance level of 5%.

Mean GMV was compared between groups using the general linear model, based on random Gaussian field theory.\(^{16}\) Firstly, an exploratory comparison of whole-brain GMV was performed between patients with and without a lifetime history of hallucinations. Results were thresholded at the two-tailed \(p \leq 0.001\) level of significance, uncorrected for multiple comparisons \((z \geq 3.09)\), and displayed as statistical parametric maps (SPMs) into standard anatomical space, with a minimum cluster size of 25 voxels. The total GMV of each subject was entered as a confounder into an analysis of covariance model. For between-group comparisons of GMV, the threshold for peak voxel significance was set at \(p < 0.05\), corrected for family-wise error (FWE) across the entire brain.

Small volume correction (SVC) was then used to conduct a hypothesis-driven investigation of the brain regions in which abnormalities have been identified in previous neuroimaging studies of BD: the orbitofrontal cortex and ventral prefrontal areas, cingulate gyrus, fusiform gyrus, superior temporal sulcus, amygdala, insula and thalamus. These regions were defined based on the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas. For this analysis, significance was calculated after FWE correction for multiple comparisons \((p_{FWE} \leq 0.05)\) in the predefined regions of interest (ROIs).\(^{16}\)

**Results**

**Clinical and sociodemographic data**

The clinical and demographic characteristics of the sample are summarized in Table 1. Nine (42.8%) patients with BD-I had a lifetime history of hallucinations. However, none of the participants presented with psychotic symptoms at the time of the study. Additionally, all patients were receiving medication at the time of MRI scanning. The two patient groups did not differ in terms of their age and gender composition, although those with a history of hallucinations had fewer years of formal education than the remainder of the sample. Table 1 provides additional details regarding the clinical profile of study participants.

**Comparison of GMV between patients with and without psychotic symptoms**

Whole-brain analysis revealed no significant differences between patients with and without a lifetime history of
hallucinations (pFWE ≤ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). The analysis of a priori ROIs showed that patients with BD-I and a lifetime history of hallucinations showed reduced GMV in the right posterior insula (BA = 13; z score = 4.47; coordinates x, y, z = 30, 10, -13; p = 0.002) when compared to patients with BD-I and no history of hallucinations (Figure 1). Between-group differences in the right posterior insula remained statistically significant after controlling for the effects of age, gender and years of education (z score = 4.41, p = 0.008).

**Discussion**

The present results revealed that euthymic patients with BD-I, no comorbid axis I DSM-IV-TR disorders, and a lifetime history of hallucinations showed reduced GMV in the right insula. Over recent years, several neuroimaging studies have attempted to identify the specific neural circuits implicated in the emergence of psychotic symptoms. 

These studies have supported the notion that abnormalities in the salience network, interconnecting the anterior cingulate cortex and the insula, constitute a core pathophysiological feature of psychosis. Salience is the state or quality by which something stands out from its surroundings. Saliency detection is considered a key attentional mechanism, which contributes to learning and survival. Palaniyappan & Liddle introduced the concept of proximal salience, defined as follows: “an event, such as an externally or internally generated sensation attains proximal salience when it generates a momentary state of neural activity within the salience network that results in updating of expectations and, if warranted by the context, initiates or modifies action.”

The salience network receives information about internal and external sensations, individual goals as well as stimulus-independent thoughts, all of which are used to update expectations about the internal and external milieu and, if necessary, initiate or modify action. This neural network has been proposed to play a primary role in resting-state brain connectivity, especially in the switch between default mode and task-related states of brain connectivity. Dysfunctions in the salience network may trigger a cascade of events which ultimately produce psychotic symptoms. Inappropriate proximal salience during self-generated action, for instance, has been found to be associated with hallucinations and passivity experiences. 

Evidence of structural deficits in the insula of patients who experience hallucinations has already been found in previous neuroimaging studies. However, most of these investigations evaluated patients with schizophrenia. The issue of whether morphological changes in the insula were specific to patients with schizophrenia remained a controversial one. However, recent studies have shown a considerable degree of overlap in the regional patterns of brain abnormalities observed across psychotic disorders. Our results suggest that morphological changes in the insula may be a useful imaging biomarker for future investigations of the similarities and differences between the biological underpinnings of affective and nonaffective psychoses.

Our results must be interpreted in light of a few methodological limitations. Firstly, all patients in our sample were receiving treatment at the time of the study. As observed in previous studies, some medications may interfere with the findings of VBM studies in BD. Secondly, our sample size limited the interpretation of our results. Third, there was a modest but significant difference in the number of years of formal education reported by each participant group. However, it is important to note that between-group differences in the GMV of the right posterior insula retained statistical significance even after controlling for the effects of age, gender and education. It is unclear whether these demographic variables, the cross-sectional design used in this study does not allow conclusions about structural changes in the brain of patients over time. Future studies with longitudinal designs and larger samples of patients,
followed from the time of disease onset, are still required to shed light on these issues. Despite these limitations, our results are in agreement with those of previous studies, and corroborate earlier findings in the literature.36

In conclusion, our findings reinforce the view that the salience network may be related to the pathophysiology of psychotic symptoms in BD. Reduced GMV in the right insula may be a candidate trait marker of psychotic features in patients with BD. Our findings also underscore the importance of assessing psychotic features in studies of BD. Hopefully, advances in neuroimaging and in the investigation of the evidence outlined in the present article will contribute to the future development of innovative forms of classifying psychiatric disorders, based not only on clinical data but also on information regarding the neural underpinnings of patient symptoms.
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